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The Betta.Life.Light - Standard Configuration consists of the following 
components: 

• Standard 5 Light Configuration:  

The Betta. Life.Light bulb consists of 22, Light Emitting Diodes, (LED’s) housed in a 
rugged molded bulb with Perspex protective cover, for excellent light distribution. 
The standard configuration, contains 5 LEDbulbs with light socket holders and pull 
switches 

Upgrade To 8 Lights: 

The Upgrade kit contains 3 LED lights with light holders and pull switches. 

The brightness of the light is equal to a 60 watt incandescent light bulb. One LED 
light will effectively cover a room area of 9 sqm to 12 sqm. With the 5 LED lights 
used simultaneously, the lights can function continuously for 25 hours, and is 
scaled to supply 5 hours of light per night in adverse weather conditions. Each LED 
light uses only 1Watt of energy. The cabling length between controller and the light 
holders is 10 meters. 

• Standard 5 Light Configuration:  

The standard configuration for 5 lights is supplied with 3 x 6Volt 7.2 Amphr lead 
crystal batteries. The molded battery box can house up to 5 x 7.2 Amphr batteries. 
All battery cabling is included. 

Upgrade Kit To 8 Lights: 

The upgrade kit includes an additional 1 x 6Volt 7.2 Amphr lead crystal battery.  

The lead crystal batteries have a shelf life of 2 years, an expected life of 10 years, 
can be recharged 3 to 5 x faster than deep cycle batteries and can be discharged 
completely with a successful recovery thereafter. 

• Standard 5 Light Configuration:  

The standard 5 light solution has 8 x light ports built-into the controller.  

Upgrade Kit To 8 Lights: 

The upgrade kit is supplied without any additional controller units, as the 5 light 
solution already has 8 ports. 
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The intelligent controller unit is built-into the battery box for easy installation. All 
the cabling plugs into the controller unit and is coded with blue/red/black colors to 
support the “Do It Yourself” plug and play installation concept. Red = solar panel, 
Blue = cell phone charger and Black = LED lights. The controller also regulates the 
charge and discharge of the batteries and disables the lights’ function during day 
time to reduce the risk of a flat battery, due to lights being left on during the day. 
The controller has 8 x LED light ports, 1 x Solar panel port and 1 x Cell phone 
charger port. 

• Standard 5 Light Configuration:  

The standard Betta.Life.Light 5 LED light solution is supplied with a 10Watt PV solar 
panel with all the relevant fasteners and brackets. The cable length between the 
solar panel and controller is 12 meters. 

Upgrade Kit To 8 Lights: 

The upgrade kit to an 8 LED light solution is supplied with an additional 10 Watt 
solar panel with its fasteners, bracket and Y – connector. The cable length between 
the solar panel and controller is 12 meters. 

• The system has a port on the controller to charge a cell phone. Most popular 
cell phone connectors are supplied with the package for ease of use and to cater for 
a vast amount of cell phone models. 

Small house circuit plan: 
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Typical schematic of a small house installation: 
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